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Abstract.The level I:ode representation of the simplest ballot problem (we;k Bead lattice paths 
from (0,O) to (n, n 1) is the !;et of sequences (bt, . . . . &n) defined by bt = 1, hi-1 5 bi 5 i, 
2 < i 5 ~‘t. Each sequence is monotone non-decreasing, has a specification (cl, c2, . . . . cn) with 
Ci the numb’er of sequence lzlements equal to i (hence ct +c2+ . . . +cn = n), and rnay be pt rmuted 
in n!/ct ! . . . c n! ways. The set of permuted sequences, as noted in [4], is the set of parkmg 
functiors, introduced by Konhcim and Weiss in [ 11. To count parving functi,ons by nunnbzr of 
fixed points, associ.ate the rook polynomial for matching a deck of cards of sipecification 
(Cl, .“, cYl), Ci cards marked i, with a deck of R distinct cards. The hit polynomial H,(x) corre- 
sponGng to the surn of suck rook polynomials over all sequences (1 am using the terminology 
of ]2] ) IS the required enumerator and turns out to be simply 
(n + l)2Hn(x) = [x + n)n+ * - (X-lP+’ . 
1 
The level code of a two-party ballot is formed by labeling the lattice 
lines joining vertices j, i< and j + 1, k with number li + 1. It is clear that 
level coding completely determines lattice paths with given terminals. 
For paths from (0,O) tr.3 (3,3) the codes in rising (numev;ical) order are 
111, 112, 1139 122, 123;the’- ii specifications are 300, 210, 20 1, 120, 
111. lk is clear that the rook polynomial depends only on the positive 
numbllers in the specif%xtion and not on their order, that is, on the 
lengths of horizontal segments c’)f the paths. 
The enumerator of the paths from (0,O) to (n, n j by lengths of hori- 
zontal segments (with xi the indicator of segments of length i) is given, 
a little disguised, in [ 43 as 
D&r, ..*,x,) = c 
n ! 1 
-- kl A7 
R(n) (I?+ 1 -h-)! k, !, . . . . h-n ! 
X] , ..*, x, . 
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The sum is over all partitions of n. 
The rook polynomial for specification (cl, c2, . . ., c, ) by [ 2:, p. 1751 
is (1 +c,x), . . . . ( 1 + c, x) which is normalizled by division by c l ! , . . ., c, ! . 
Hence the rook polynomial for all permuted sequences i
(1) R,(X) =Dn(X*f --.pX,), Xi = (1 + iX)/i! 
= r,cf( 1, +x), . ..) f(1 +nx)), fi =fJn) = l/(n+ l-j)! 
with Yn a multivariable Bell polynomial. 
2 
To simplify the right hand side of (l), replace the umbra1 variable 
f b;v ordinary variable y ; then 
It is immediate that 
Y&y, . ..* Y) =ca,C.y) == 8 S(n, Wk 
with S(n, k) the Stirling number of the second kind. Using the generat- 
ing function for the Eel1 polynomials, 
22 
exP l[z UY, 2Y, . . . )I := exp [zy +F 2y+ . . +$- ny+ ... ] . . 
= ew @Y *I= nZ=, $& (~1, = . 
the last step by the first of equations (25) and (26) of [3] ; Ln (_Y) is the 
enumerator of forests of rooted trees of least height with n labeled 
points by number of trees Hence 




Y&+x37, . ..) Y+nxy)= 5 Qan_kCy) $ (~)i’*-‘(xy)j 
0 
= 2 (;) (xy)j (aO))+ j)“+ . 
0 
It remains to evaluate fi(a(f) +,i)‘+j with fi z fi(n) = l/(n+l -j)!. 
First, forj = 0 
n S(n, k) 
a&f)= c 
1 
=- 5 S;*(n, k) (n-r-1 )k = (Iz+1)” 
0 (n+l-k)! (n+l)! 0 (n+l)! .* 
Next, the function A(t) = exp(ireE) = e?i exp ta(x) may be taken as 
f&W) WithfW = exp xu, is(t) := ef and the formula for derivatives of 
composite functions shows that 
a n+m (x) = $ S(m, k)xk [a(x)+ kj] n, ai(x) ~ nj~x) . , 
The inverse of this, following from the orthogonal relation for the two 
kinds of Stirling numbers, is ._ 
x” [a(x)+rn] n = t s(m, k)a&x), a’(.~) = a&x) 
with s(m, k) the Stirling number of the first kind, in the notation of [ 21. 
Hen 2 
fj[a(f)+jJnmi = f: So, k) Cln_j+k Cf) 
3 
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. 
= C s(j, k) &+l)n+k/(n+l)! 
0 
[n-t1 )=’ (n+l)! 
_I- 
= (n+l j! (n+l-j)! 
= (n+l )“-i/(n+l -j)! . 
Thus, finally 
R,(x) = Y,#(l+x), . . ..f(l+nx)). fj =f$n) = l/(n+l--j)! 
The hit polynomial follo:lvs by replacing xk by (x- 1 jk(n-k)! [ 2, F. 
1661, so that 
(p_ $k 
H&j y C (Iz, n+l-r (n-i-1 )n.-k = 5 (nll)(x-l)k(n+l. )n-l-k 
0 ‘- 0 I- 
= (n+l~-2~(X+~S~‘~-(~_l)~+l] . 
The first few values are as fcdllovs: 
n 1 2 3 4 
- 
w-_ 
Hnlx) X 1+x+x2 5 + 7x f 3x2 + x3 41+ 51x + 26x* + 6x3 + x4 
The binomial moment generating function of the corresponding pro- 
babili ty distribution is 
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The mean is 1 ac i.3 the variance n/(n + 1). For large n, the probabiiity 
distribution is nearly Poisson with. mean 1. 
It is worth noting that the relation, appearing in [ 51 
= 1 +x,yD(x, y) +x,.Y~(D(,,Y)~~ + 0.. 
implies, with R,(x) = 1, 
R(X,Y)=~~~ ~~R,(x)=(l +xyR(x,y))expO R(x,y)). = 
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